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ABSTRACT
This anícle ìs a presantation of a pronuncìation lexicon and its use in improving
prosody ín a text-to-speech systetn, The inclusÍon of a lexicon ís a natural wøy of giving
synth¿sß systems ínforttation of woril class and word pronwtciation. The grammatical

ínfonnation ís used to dísambiguate homograplu and to form a bøsis for prosodic

structuring. Thc reølizeil prosody ß based on patterns for rlrytlanical units natned feet
and utílízes the information ofword tone and pronunciation found ín the lexicon.

INTR,ODUCTION
The scope of this paper is to present a pronunciation lexicon and its use in im-
proving prosody in a text-to-speech (TTS) system. The paper addresses lexical entry,
syntactic analysis, and prosodic stn¡cturing and realization. Parts of the work have

been published previousþ, Stensby (1991, 1992, 1993).

LE>(ICON
When we read most of the words are known to us. We thus know their meaning
and how to pronounce them. The inclusion of a lexicon in TTS-sysæms is a natural
way of giving such systems similar information about the words in the text.

By lexicon we mean a dictionary in a machine readable form, Our lexicon is
based on full word forrns inflected by nrle. Each entry includes the inflected word
form, the pronunciation, the word class and grammatical function, and reference to
the basic part of the word, i.e. the lexeme. The pronunciation is included because
letter-to-sound n¡les will never be foolproof. For ¡vords not found in the lexicon, so-

called unknown words, the pronunciation is found by rules.
Many complicated changes in pronunciation occur for the individual inflected

forms of the same lexemE. These irregularities are the main reason for using a full
word lexicon and not ¡tilizi¡g morphology in this frst version. The method of
inflection by rule allows for easy control of the produced words.

Basic word list
The basis for the lexicon is a small Norwegian dictionary and a list of the most
coûlmon full word forms in newspaper text. The pronunciation and grammatical
i¡formation given in the original dictionary are improved aûd extended. The
grammatical information includes the word class and inflectional pattern for the
word. The pronunciation includes indication ofthe stressed syllable and word tone,
The inclusion of the word tone is important since there are no infallible rules for
allocating this information.

We distinguish between open and closed word classes. The set of words
belonging to the closed classes is mainly stable with time and is on the whole
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covered by a finite number of words. Thus it is possible to include practically all
words belonging to the closed classes in a dictionary. ln this lexicon the set of
closed classes are the i¡finitive marker, auxiliary verb, determiner, conjunction,
prepositioû, interjection, and pronoun, These comprise in sum 525 words. The open
word classes are noun, adjective, numeral, name, verû, and adverb. this givesjointly
a basic word list of 12000 words, mainly consisting of lexemes.

Generation of inflec{ed full word forms
Norwegian is partly an agglutinating language with many inflecæd forrrs created by
adding sufExes. The inflected full word forms are generated by nrle from the words
in the base word list. Typically 4,7 atd 6 full word forms for nouns, adjectives and
verbs respectively are generated, though there may be additional forms due to
alternatives. To cover all these patterns 70 inflection models are included in the
system. The resulting lexicon of inflected fr¡ll word forms has 48000 entries. An
example is shown in Table l.

T¡bIe 1. Exanple of gencratedfull wordÍonß lor thc yerb grave (: díg).
Ihc apostrophcs indicue thc stressedsyllablz and the rype of tone.

VÍord Pronunciation Lcxene Gram. category
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grave [gr'olva]
gÌaver [gr' o:var]
gravde lgr'ovda]
grov [gr' u:v]
gravd [gr'ovd]
glavende [gr'o:vana]
grav [gr'o:v]

infinitive
present tense
past tense
past tense
perfect
present participle
imperative

gfave
glave
grave
grave
grave
gûwe
gÎave

Table I illustraúes that the change in pronunciation may be complicated even
in words with regular inflection. Bqpecially the word tone may change. The symbols

' and ' are used for tone I and tone 2 reqpectively.

Tones
Norwegian, Swedish, and some other languages have a limited use of tone, and
most Norwegian dialects distinguish between two tones named tone 1 and tone 2.
The difference is manifested in the stressed syllable whe¡e a fall in the fundarnental
frequency @) is typical for tone 2.In Norwegian there are more than two thousand
pairs of words with identical sound segments which are distinguished by tone alone.
Many of these are homographs and need to be disambiguated.

The distribution of the tone I and 2 on the word initial syllable and a word
internal syllable is shown in Table 2. Tone 2 predominantly occurs on the frst
syllable, while tone I is uniformly distributed between the initial and word-internal
syllables. This information may be utilized in the Ask of allotting word tone to
unknown words.

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS
Tbe main task of the grammatical analysis is to disambiguate homographs and thus
find the coÍ€ct pronunciation and grammatical function. The system disambþates
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Table 2. Relatíve occw'rences of tone I and 2 in thc lexícon depending on the

accented syllable,

Word initial syllable
rtr[ord intemal syllable

'Word tone

0.22
0.26

1

0.51
0.01

,,

homographs of different word classes due to differences of their function in the
sentence. The word class is used in assigning the prosodic structure,

In a text there may be words not found in the lexicon. Such unknown words are

assumed to bolong to one ofthe open word classes since all words belonging to the

closed classes are presumed to be included in the lexicon, This restriction allows for
treating the unknown words as homographs ofthe open word classes. The allocated

word class may also be used by the pronunciation rules.

Parsing
The text is analysed in a multi-pass associative parser. In each pass the text is
compared with phrase patterns, and a phrase is created when a match is found. The
least ambþous patterns are sought first, the prepositional phrase is an example of
such a pattern.

PROSODIC STRUCTTJRING
The prosodic structuring utilizes the word class of the words, the established
phrases, and nrles forallotting sentence accent and focal accent, The prosodic struc-
turing works locally within sentences. A unique division into sentences requires se-

mantic analysis beyond the scope ofthis work. We therefore define every punctua-
tion mark as a sentence divider, even though this gives a large number of sentences.

Focal accent (the highest prominence) is allotted to new information only, and

is primarily located late in the sentence. This gives broad focus which we regard as

the best when the assignment is based on simple assumptions only.
Focal accent is given to the last new noun or adjective in a sentence, if any,

while ordinary accent is given to noun, adjective, verb or advert. The word classes

are given preference in the mentioned order, There is at most one accent per
phrase and one focal accpnt per sentence.

The distinction between new and known isdetermined bya table of the lexemes

occurring earlier in the passage. By use of the corresponding lexeme and not the
word forrn itse[ the words may be recognized in different grammatical forms.
There is no forgetfulness in the present system, but this might be implemented
simply by remembering the last few words of a passage, Horne (1992).

PROSODIC REALIZATION
The prosodic realization is based on patterns for Fo and rhythm over accented and
focally accented feet. A foot is a rhythmical unit starting with a pitch-accented
syllable. The tone of the foot-initial word is assigned to the foot. The distinction
between accent and focal accent is signalled by the Fo at the end of the foot. The
end of a foot coincides with the end of the text, or with the beginning of the next
foot, or with a so-called foot-extemal section. The latter is a section which joins a
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foot and a pause or two feet.
A comparison of Fo and timing in an authentic sent€nce (solid line named

Arne) and a synthetic sentence (dotted line named Modell2) is shown in Figure 1.

The fïgure is generated by a system for studying prosody in texts read aloud,
Ottesen (1992), Horvei et.al. (1993). In translation the sentence is "The painter
worked for a month".

Figure 1. Comparison of authctic and nodeUed rtodenental frequcrcy contour.
Foot boundaríes are ìndicated by vertical lhæs, Th¿ tíme scalc ß in seconds.

The grammatical analysis, the prosodic stn¡cturing, and the prosodic realization
are done by rule. The strr¡ch¡re is indicated by vertical lines and apostrophs in
Fþre I and the _ indicates the focal accent. The established prosodic stn¡cture
is identical to the reading, and there is good agreement between the authentic and

synthesised contours apart from a slight difference in timing and in the final F0.
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